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MAT 204: Advanced Linear Algebra with Application - C02 - A. Datta

Response Table
Raters Students
Responded 18
Invited 18
Response Ratio 100%

Please note that the Responded, Invited (Enrollment) and Response Ratio metrics exclude declines.

Department, division and career level statistics are survey-specific (i.e. the main survey, FRS, Writing Program, and graduate
program surveys). Statistics below are based on responses of the course population that completed the same survey
questionnaire as this course.

Course Questions - Score Analysis
I think that the overall quality of the written assignments was:

I think that the overall quality of the readings was:

I think that the overall quality of the course was:

Would you recommend this course to other students?

Instructor Questions - Score Analysis

I think that the overall quality of the classes was:

Course Questions - Frequency Analysis

Class year

Class year

Primary reason for taking this course

Primary reason for taking this course

Percentage of classes you have attended

Percentage of classes you have attended

Expected grade

Expected grade

I think that the overall quality of the written assignments was:

I think that the overall quality of the written assignments was:

Options Score Count Percentage
Excellent 5 15 83%
Very Good 4 3 17%
Good 3 0 0%
Fair 2 0 0%
Poor 1 0 0%

I think that the overall quality of the readings was:

I think that the overall quality of the readings was:

Options Score Count Percentage
Excellent 5 8 50%
Very Good 4 6 38%
Good 3 2 13%
Fair 2 0 0%
Poor 1 0 0%

I think that the overall quality of the course was:

I think that the overall quality of the course was:

Options Score Count Percentage
Excellent 5 16 89%
Very Good 4 2 11%
Good 3 0 0%
Fair 2 0 0%
Poor 1 0 0%

Would you recommend this course to other students?

Would you recommend this course to other students?

Options Score Count Percentage
Strongly Recommend 5 16 94%
Recommend 4 1 6%
Neutral 3 0 0%
Recommend Against 2 0 0%
Strongly Recommend Against 1 0 0%

Instructor Questions - Frequency Analysis
I think that the overall quality of the classes was:

I think that the overall quality of the classes was:

Options Score Count Percentage
Excellent 5 16 89%
Very Good 4 2 11%
Good 3 0 0%
Fair 2 0 0%
Poor 1 0 0%

Qualitative Feedback

Self-Evaluation - Why did you take this course? How would you describe your level of engagement in the
course?

Comments
I am required to take a linear algebra course, but I'm generally interested in learning more about proofs, so I thought I'd push myself
by taking this class as opposed to 202.
I took it to fulfill a BSE prerequisite and to gain more ability in abstract mathematical thinking and experience in linear algebra.
Linear algebra is required for engineering students, but I decided to take 204 over 202 because 204 would lead to a more
fundamental understanding of the material.
Linear algebra is a BSE prerequisite. I engaged in this course the most out of all of my classes this semester.
I took this course out of interest
I took this course because of the professor's great reviews and a distribution requirement for my major.
I took this course because it is required as part of the BSE program. I would say I was quite engaged throughout the semester, and I
attended every lecture along with optional office hours.
I took this course because I wanted a challenge. I loved every single moment of it. Amitesh was an amazingly engaging and
supportive professor
took 204 over 202 to get a flavor of applied math courses; maintained a high level of engagement throughout the semester.
I took this course because I'm interested in an applied math certificate (but am also wavering back and forth on potentially majoring).
The problem sets and in class work were mostly engaging and interesting to think about.
I took this course because I'm planning on concentrating in physics or astrophysics, and linear algebra is a prerequisite for both. I
really enjoyed this course! Prof. Datta made this course really engaging, and I think his encouragement and positivity really helped
me stay engaged through the semester.

Classes - How would you describe the overall quality of the classes? Please comment, as appropriate, on
how well the instructor stimulated your curiosity and independent thinking, raised challenging questions,
helped clarify course material, encouraged participation, and responded to students' questions, opinions
and criticisms.

Comments
I attribute the quality of the class to Professor Datta. I think he really encouraged an environment on learning the material and
enjoying math in itself, as opposed to the toxic competitive nature of many classes. I truly appreciate him as a teacher, and I don't
think the level of care and attention he gave to his students is truly unparalleled.
The class was of high quality as it gave a good mix of effective teaching and problem solving on our own behalf while responding to
questions and tailoring content towards the class.
Professor Datta is the single best instructor I have ever had. He is not only a wonderful teacher in terms of illuminating material, but
is also the most encouraging professor I've ever had. I'm sure this class could have been better in person, but I can't think of a single
tangible reason how since it was already such a great experience.
These classes were the highest quality classes I have ever been in. The professor explained every concept super well, and was very
open to all forms of student opinions. Participation was also a big part of the class.
The instructor paced classes well, effectively balancing the teaching of new content, going through example problems, and
answering student questions. One minor suggestion: I think it would help to somehow establish the content covered in each class,
e.g. by listing textbook sections or publishing lecture notes.
The overall quality of the classes was very good. The instructor was extremely helpful and understanding. He prepared us well for
exams and gave us interesting PSET problems
Absolutely the best instructor that I have had at Princeton. Professor Datta ticked all of the boxes, and I have never been this
passionate about learning math until now.
Professor Datta is truly a genius, both in the depth of his mathematical knowledge and his teaching ability. Throughout the semester,
his class was engaging and thought–provoking, and helped to communicate a theoretical motivation for the principles of linear
algebra in an accessible way.

Lectures themselves were informative, although a bit fast–paced. Professor Datta used a system where he would explain some
principles, give a couple examples, and then ask the class to solve a problem and give answers through the Zoom chat. This was a
fun conceptive, and helped with engagement throughout the semester. Really the only feedback I would have with the lectures is
that Prof. Datta wrote content down on horizontal whiteboards, which were refreshed constantly throughout the duration of a lecture
and thus made note–taking a little harder. Nevertheless Prof. Datta was always willing to clarify concepts outside of class time or in
his helpful office hours. Indeed, Prof. Datta's accessibility was incredible throughout the semester, and was one of the things that
made his course so intellectually satisfying.
The classes were overall incredible. Amitesh did an amazing job at creating a supportive environment for both all the students. It
was genuinely a very welcoming experience where you felt okay to fail.
Lectures were excellently taught and made proof based math very approachable.
Excellent. Asked difficult, thought–provoking questions; always willing to answer questions and re–explain concepts; always
prioritized individual success and mastery.
Amitesh is by far the nicest professor I've had so far and his class was always enjoyable. In class, he made a good mix of lecturing
and posing questions for us to prove or observe things on our own, so there was always an opportunity to make connections on our
own instead of just being spoonfed. At the same time, I was always comfortable asking for clarification or guidance when he did ask
us questions, and he usually provided feedback when people gave their thoughts on something. Overall I think the class was very
well done for the online environment.
AMAZING. Not one critique I could even possibly imagine. In fact, if you asked me to think of a critique of Amitesh' teaching style, I
would get an F on that paper, as there is not one thing I could truly write down.
I really enjoyed classes. Prof. Datta explained the material clearly, and his positivity and encouragement gave me the courage to
speak up during class (which I don't think I ever would have done without his help). The problems posed in class helped me
understand the material, and Prof. Datta always made sure that we could follow his explanations.

Papers, Reports, Problem Sets, Examinations, Critiques - Please comment on the guidance of the
instructor(s) in preparing you to do written work, comments in response to written work, and the overall
value of the papers, reports, exams, problem sets, and critiques to the course.

Comments
Sometimes the problem sets were frustrating and difficult, but there were a lot of resources to get help on them, which I'm thankful
for.
The professor was very helpful in giving guidance on all written work, especially for psets and tests, where expectations were clear
and problems were challenging but with plenty of guidance.
Problem sets are veryyyyy time consuming, virtually impossible without a good study group. That being said, they got a lot shorter at
the end of the semester, and Professor Datta really listens to feedback, i.e. tries to make them cover materials as well as possible
while avoiding the typical math (@201) drudgery.
The problem sets were all top quality, they helped the student grasp the material very well.
Problem sets and exams were extremely helpful in reinforcing the material, and I also found the feedback very useful.
The instructor provided us with a lot of help and gave us helpful feedback on our PSETs and tests.
Just enough guidance to be challenged on the problem sets and still have the skills to be able to complete them in a reasonable time
period.
The problem sets and exams were an integral component to this course, and is where a lot of the learning happened. We were
typically given difficult problems on the written work, which took time to understand and write up. A valuable resource were Prof.
Datta's office hours (for p–sets). These would help to clarify problem specifications, along with provide illuminating hints on how to
effectively approach the solutions. For exams, Prof. Datta prepared review sheets with relevant problems to study, which we went
over thoroughly in review sessions. Reviewing problem sets was an effective method for exam preparation, and helped with
consolidating all the information.
The written work was all tied together and super helpful to all the exams!
I felt that the psets and tests were hard but fair and incredibly satisfying to complete. Feedback was very prompt and complete while
staying very positive.
Problem sets were rigorous and challenging, though help was always provided when I needed it. Comments on exams were
thorough, personalized, and extremely helpful.
Since Amitesh wrote the problem sets and tests, they were always aligned with what we learned in class, while also not just
regurgitating information, we had some interesting/challenging proofs to do that added on to what we already learned. (There were
also true/false questions on every pset, which were helpful in making sure I understood the chapter well enough to do the other
problems.)

He also made sure to make some problems optional as well as making the tests not too long and reassured everyone that we were
doing well, so I didn't tend to feel very stressed when taking the tests. There were some clarity issues on some of the comments I
received in problem sets, but the test comments were always very detailed and supportive.
AMAZING, though Mohan could be a bit more precise in his criticisms. That being said, the contents of the problem sets and exams
truly were interesting to learn and derive. I feel like from them, I developed into a much more critical thinker.
The problem sets for this class were difficult, but very effective! Especially with help from office hours, the psets effectively helped
me consolidate the material and learn how to work through proofs.

Readings and Visuals - Please comment on the quality of the readings and visuals in the course. Did the
readings and visuals present the subject matter clearly? To what extent did the readings and visuals
stimulate your intellectual curiosity and independent thinking?

Comments
I honestly didn't do the readings.
The reading was very helpful in helping to grasp the material.
The textbook explained concepts clearly and carefully.
The readings were interesting and the subject material was presented clearly in lectures
Great lectures and reading to supplement the material taught in class.
The textbook for this course, by Penney, was a fine book. I would say in general Prof. Datta's instruction was mostly
sufficient/comprehensive for understanding, so the book took more of a secondary role. Indeed it was helpful as a companion to the
lectures, providing extra examples and explanation.
The readings were pretty good. Not incredible, but not needed either.
The written style of the textbook took some getting used to at the beginning of the course, though I appreciate its concise
explanations.
Not too much to say on the textbook. It was good but definitely wasn't enough to learn everything we talked about (many ideas were
introduced in lecture or by proving things in psets).
AMAZING! Amitesh described the problems in class very well, and perhaps the textbook could have done better, but how can
anyone (or book) compare to the quality of Amitesh's lectures?
The textbook for this course was very helpful!

Overall Quality of the Course - Please comment on the overall quality of the course. What worked
particularly well and in what ways might the course be improved?

Comments
This course showed me the importance of having a professor who cares about their students. From what I've heard, the structure of
this class shifts depending on the professor. For example, Professor Datta mentioned he made the class focus on more proof based
and theoretical aspects than the past. So all in all, I'm not sure how much my feedback can apply to the overall quality of the course
as opposed to the quality of the course with this specific professor. Nonetheless, this was a highly rewarding class, and uniquely told
me to prioritize learning over a grade. The support system and the teaching itself were amazing, and I'm grateful I took this class.
The instructor led a very clear and interesting course with lots of support and tailoring towards students. Though I would have liked
to have seen more optional materials centered around applications.
The course was of best quality.
The example problems in class and the problem sets were challenging but doable, so they were particularly helpful in reinforcing the
material.
The overall quality of the course was fantastic. The only thing I would have personally found useful was solutions to practice
problems for the exams
Professor Datta made this course one of the most enjoyable parts of my Princeton experience this semester.
In general, this was a phenomenal course. It really helped to capture the essence of linear algebra without becoming too
overwhelming. Of course, Prof. Datta's instruction was instrumental to the success of this course. His pure passion for mathematics
was evident from the beginning, and it helped contribute to an energetic environment. 

The only possible feedback would be that the course this semester mainly focused on a lot of theory, and I think it would have been
fun if we had done some more applications towards the end of the semester (although I understand there were time restrictions this
semester)
Amitesh what was the secret sauce for this course. He created an amazing environment that I genuinely loved to partake in. I
honestly think it is perfect as it is, as long as Amitesh keeps teaching it.
Excellent overall. A very rewarding experience. If there had been more time, it would have been great to examine some more of the
applications to the theory that we learned.
First of all, again, Amitesh is the absolute best and I'm going to miss him a lot going forward. Nothing makes my day quite like
reading/hearing him say I had a unique idea he hadn't thought about. I wish you could teach MAT215 this fall!

I really liked the format of the course, which I touched on in the readings question. Each week, the textbook would give us an
overview of what we would learn, but then in lecture we would take it deeper and uncover more interesting things, with a heavy
emphasis on giving the students time to think through things on their own. Then, the problem sets would introduce even more
related concepts and have us prove theorems based on what we learned in the week.

And once we had done that (e.g. learned about minimal polynomials on a pset), the concept stayed with us and appeared other
times later in the course, which made it really easy to draw connections between concepts.

There is one thing that comes to mind, which is the test practice. I think Amitesh may have addressed this at some point and I forgot
what he said, but it would be helpful to have solutions to the practice posted on Blackboard since the review sessions didn't get to
every problem.
the most perfect professor to ever exist no question
AMAZING! Amitesh's kindness fostered a love of math and a love of learning from his students. Especially when things were as
stressful as they were in Princeton, there were times that I have cried over how kind Amitesh's words were, and I thought to myself,
OK, I can do this. You are an amazing person Amitesh and you truly do make everyone feel safe and appreciated.
This course was amazing!

Feedback for other students: What advice would you give to another student considering taking this
course? (Please note that your response to this particular question will be accessible to all members of
the University community on the Course Offerings website.)

Comments
If Prof Datta is teaching this class, PLEASE PLEASE TAKE IT. He truly cares about his students, and he is super responsive and
attentive. I honestly don't think I really like math, but Amitesh made the content interesting and bearable.
If Amitesh is teaching again, then you are in luck, as he is extremely kind and willing to help, clear and effective in his teaching, and
stimulating in questions and problem solving. Regardless of if he is teaching again, do take a lot of time to understand the concepts
and proofs on a very deep level.
I've heard that the profs for 204 tend to be better––still hearing about the infamous Prof Christine Taylor from seniors here. If
Professor Datta is teaching though, ABSOLUTELY take this class. I strongly wavered between this class and 202 (since I took 201
in the fall and have virtually no experience with proofs), and the material is difficult, but this will be such a better experience if
Amitesh is teaching.
This is literally the best class I have ever taken. It is the opposite of a weeder course; I like to call it a "fertilizer course". Let's start off
with the course material itself. You will learn a lot more in 204 than in 202. Having a more fundamental and conceptual
understanding of linear algebra will mean even for stuff not directly taught in 204, having that conceptual understanding will allow
you to easily teach yourself that concept. But interesting material is only half the course. Amitesh Datta is possibly the best professor
here at Princeton. For starters, he is the nicest person ever: he is extremely understanding and accommodating. If you are extremely
busy, or just having a bad week, just send him an email and he WILL grant you an extension. The amount of feedback forms he asks
for us to fill out throughout the semester is astonishing (and he actually listens to what the forms say). He grades super leniently on
the tests as well. As long as you put in the effort in this course, he WILL give you a good grade. Couldn't possibly ask for a better
professor. 1000% of the time, I would take this course. Please take this course, I promise you will not regret it.
As someone with experience in competition/proof–based math, I really enjoyed this class. I've heard that the work in MAT202 can
get repetitive/formulaic, so take this class if you're willing to put in a couple of more hours per week to get a deeper intuition of linear
algebra itself. Also, Professor Datta is extremely understanding and flexible!
Definitely take the course if the instructor is Professor Datta. Great experience and great instructor
Man, if there isn't a 5/5 on course evals this semester I will riot. Amitesh Datta is a fantastic lecturer and he went above and beyond
with every single lecture. Like, I'd never though I'd find myself interested in pure math in the slightest before taking this class, but he
made it happen. It's definitely a challenging course with lengthy and involved psets, but there is 100% a sense of accomplishment
after each one (grading can be kind of hit or miss though). He also makes exams fair and reasonable, and he doesn't try to throw
curveballs; just tests you on what you know. Reading the comments he leaves after he finishes grading was some of the most
heartwarming and encouraging moments in the class. I cannot recommend MAT204 enough, especially if Amitesh is teaching.
If Amitesh Datta is teaching this course, TAKE IT. I am so grateful to have had the opportunity to learn under such a talented,
understanding, kind, and supportive professor. I had a bit of experience in linear algebra coming into the class, but I know many
students who did not and succeeded in this class. If you want help, you can get it and your grade in the class is ultimately
determined by how hard you work to take advantage of the resources around you. It would help to have a bit of proof experience,
but it is definitely not necessary to do well in the class.
At the beginning of the semester, Professor Datta made it clear what kind of course he wanted this to be. Theoretical, yet accessible.
Comprehensive, yet stress–free. Indeed, on all these accounts the course completely delivered. The lectures are somewhat fast–
paced, although there are a large amount of resources available outside (i.e., office hours, review sessions) if you need to clarify any
certain concepts. The p–sets and exams are where the real learning happens, and while certain problems can be quite challenging
they are also quite fun.
This course is perhaps one of the best I have taken at Princeton. I had no experience with proofs going in, but Amitesh did an
amazing job to commend each and every student. Amitesh made a great environment where you felt okay to fail, and he supported
each student individually to their success. He is an incredible man, and if you can take a course with him I would HIGHLY
recommend it.
I would definitely take this course over 202, especially if Amitesh is still teaching it–– he is probably the best Princeton professor I
have had so far. The psets are hard but fair especially if you have a group to work together on them. The difficulty in this course
comes from it being intellectually challenging, not from overly messy or tedious work.
This course is very rewarding, as you will gain a greater appreciation for math and its beauty. This was my first proofs course, and I
will admit proof–writing took some getting used to; I recommend you attend all the available study sessions––they will help you get
through the psets, which are difficult (expect 10–12 hours if you are new to the material). Professor Datta is a great guy and always
willing to help out / meet with you 1–on–1. The curve for this class is also quite generous, so it is relatively easy to do well as long as
you put in the effort.
If you're wavering between this and 202, TAKE 204. especially if Amitesh is teaching it. He really cares how everyone is doing and
encourages everyone to succeed. And in general, this class is a lot more intellectually stimulating if you are at all interested in
proofs. The psets usually involve writing proofs with some simple computation mixed in, compared with 202, where (from what I
hear) they were just hard but uninteresting problems.
If Amitesh is teaching this course TAKE IT. Most AMAZING man that has ever walked the Earth. He teaches very well, and he is
genuinely kind and caring both for his students and what he is teaching. We love you so much Amitesh you have legitimately
changed my life.
This is a great course! I can't stress enough how AMAZING Professor Datta is. The problem sets are difficult, but there are so many
resources available to help you, and the material is incredibly interesting!

https://princeton.bluera.com/princeton/rdrplf.aspx?rid=e89a8cc5-77d6-477a-80e5-389a82a47f20&crid=5386f320-df24-4519-a73e-2972744918a3&lang=en-US&reporttype=2

